
The Biology of Tumor Growth
in the Non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas
A Dual Parameter Flow Cytometry
Study of 220 Cases

Abstract. Dual parameter flow cytometry stud-
ies (cell DNA content and electronic cell volume) were
performed in 220 cases ofnon-Hodgkin's lymphoma. All
cases were characterized as B or T cell malignancies, based
on immunologic surface marker characteristics. Aneu-
ploidy by flow cytometry was more common among the
B cell lymphomas than among the T cell lymphomas,
and was most common among the large B cell lymphomas
and B cell lymphomas of intermediate size. Ploidy index
distributions showed a prominent hyperdiploid peak, as
well as tumor cell populations with near-tetraploid DNA
contents. In serial studies, a decrease in ploidy index was
observed in association with clinical and histologic trans-
formation in one case. The highest S fractions were ob-
served among the large and intermediate B cell lympho-
mas and among the aggressive T cell lymphomas. In clin-
ical samples consisting of mixtures of diploid and
aneuploid populations, the data on the aneuploid com-
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ponents could often be separated from other components
of the mixture in multiparameter studies on the basis of
the larger electronic cell volumes of the aneuploid cells.
In each case, the aneuploid large cell component almost
invariably had a higher S fraction than the residual com-
ponent(s) of the mixture. Overall, the data are consistent
with a model of clonal selection and clonal evolution in
the lymphomas in which early cytogenetic abnormalities
that involve little or no change in total cell DNA content
are followed by cell tetraploidization that is associated
with cytogenetic instability and chromosome loss over
the course of time.

Introduction

In recent years it has come to be appreciated that there are

important interrelationships among histopathologic features,
immunologic properties, and cytogenetic abnormalities in the
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas, and that all of these factors bear
on the clinical behavior of these malignancies.

Large-cell lymphomas tend to be aggressive clinically (1-4)
and they often respond well to therapy, with relatively high
proportions of durable complete remissions (3-7). Although
small-cell lymphomas are also responsive to treatment, durable
complete remissions are not the rule (5, 8). In one recent study
it was shown that, among the large-cell lymphomas, the majority
of B cell lymphomas respond favorably to treatment, whereas
the majority of large T cell lymphomas are refractory (9).
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Cytogenetic abnormalities are common in the non-Hodgkin's
lymphomas (10-27) and specific cytogenetic abnormalities are

often found in association with specific histopathologic subtypes
of lymphoma. Small-cell lymphomas often undergo histologic
transformation to large-cell lymphomas during the course of

disease (28-30). In serial studies in individual patients, it has

been shown that histologic transformation is often accompanied
by the appearance of new cytogenetic abnormalities (19, 20,
25-27) and/or changes in cell DNA content (19, 27).

The technique of flow cytometry can provide rapid, quan-
titative measurements of cell DNA content, cell volume, and

immunologic surface markers on a cell-by-cell basis. Therefore,

this technique could be especially useful in elucidating the biology
of tumor growth in the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas, and its

relation to cell morphology, immunologic features, and cell

DNA content abnormalities in this group of diseases.

A number of flow cytometry studies in the non-Hodgkin's
lymphomas have been published in which DNA histograms
were obtained alone, or in combination with other measurements
(31-39). However, in most of these studies, the number of pa-
tients studied was relatively small, and substantial differences

in methods among different laboratories have precluded mean-

ingful comparisons or the pooling of data from different studies

for analysis.
In this paper we report the results of dual parameter flow

cytometry studies in 220 patients with non-Hodgkin's lym-
phoma. Paired measurements of DNA content and electronic

cell volume were obtained on each cell in every patient. Im-

munologic surface marker characteristics were determined sep-
arately in each case. Our studies demonstrate biological differ-

ences between the B and T cell lymphomas, and among different

subtypes within each group. Our studies provide new information

regarding clonal selection and clonal evolution in the non-

Hodgkin's lymphomas, and suggest possible mechanisms for

the generation of genetic diversity in individual tumors.

Methods

Clinical samples
Clinical samples were obtained from patients with non-Hodgkin's lym-
phoma seen at the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, MD, and at

the University of Southern California Medical Center in Los Angeles,
CA, and surrounding hospitals, from 1977 through 1982. Portions of
each specimen were prepared for conventional histopathological ex-

amination, for determination of immunologic cell surface markers, and
for flow cytometry, respectively. Clinical specimens consisted largely of
lymph nodes obtained by excisional biopsy, and also included spleen,
soft tissue masses, pleural fluid, involved bone marrow, and leukemic
peripheral blood. Basic specimen collection and processing techniques
were essentially similar at both institutions and are described elsewhere
in greater detail (40, 41).

Histopathological diagnoses were made in accordance with both the
Rappaport classification (42) and the Lukes-Collins classification (43)
by each of the pathologists at their respective institutions (Dr. Jaffe and
Dr. Cossman at the National Cancer Institute and Dr. Lukes and Dr.
Nichols at the University of Southern California). Immunologic methods

Table I. Criteria for Aneuploidy

1. Multiple GI peaks

2. Single GI peak normal peak position, increased CV*

3. Single GI peak, abnormal peak position, normal CV

* CV, coefficient of variation.

for distinguishing B and T cell lymphomas are described elsewhere in
detail (44-48).

Flow cytometry studies
Monodispersed tumor cell suspensions were fixed in 70% cold ethanol
for flow cytometry, and stored at 40C. Both tumor samples and normal
lymphocyte control samples were incubated in fixative at 370C for 2 h

before staining to eliminate potential staining artifacts (49, 50).
Flow cytometry studies were carried out on mithramycin-stained

cells (mithramycin, 100 ,ug/ml and MgCl2, 15 mM), using a Los Alamos
Flow Cytometer, and data were analyzed using software developed at
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM (51).

Normal human lymphocytes were used as an external biological
diploid reference for each clinical sample. Before each clinical sample
run, amplifier gain settings were adjusted so that the mean peak channel
of normal human diploid lymphocytes fell in channel 60 on a 256-
channel scale (DI). Then, the clinical sample was analyzed without
adjustment of amplifier gain settings. After the clinical sample run, the
lymphocyte reference cells were reanalyzed, without adjustment of am-
plifier gain settings (D2). If the positions of the GI peaks of DI and D2
did not agree within one channel (<2%), the sample run was rejected.

Paired cell-by-cell measurements ofcell DNA content and electronic
cell volume were carried out on all samples in separate runs, as described
previously (34).

Detection and quantitation ofaneuploidy byflow cytometry. Three
potential criteria for aneuploidy by flow cytometry are noted in Table
I. In our studies, virtually all tumor samples were found to contain at
least one peak whose position corresponded with that of the external
diploid reference standard (see Results). Thus, we did not consider a
shift in the position of a single GI peak with a normal coefficient of
variation (criterion 3, Table I) to be a valid criterion for aneuploidy by
flow cytometry.

The coefficient of variation (CV)' of the GI peak of normal lym-
phocytes ranged between 2 and 4% in all of our studies, as did those
of most diploid clinical samples. Clinical samples with single diploid

GI peaks with coefficients ofvariation exceeding 4% were rerun to confirm
that the CV was high relative to that of normal lymphocytes. When the
CV exceeded 4.5% in multiple runs, criterion 2 for aneuploidy (Table
I) was considered to have been met.

The presence of at least two GI peaks in a clinical sample (criterion
1, Table I) was considered to be indisputable evidence of aneuploidy
by flow cytometry.

The degree of aneuploidy was expressed quantitatively by the ploidy
index, where ploidy index = channel number of aneuploid GI peak/
mean or modal channel number of diploid GI peak.

In most samples with a single GI peak with a high CV, the presence
of a second peak could be detected by mathematical analysis (52), and

1. Abbreviations used in this paper: CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia;
CV, coefficient of variation; FCC, follicular center cell.
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the ploidy index could be determined. In cases where the second peak
could not be separated mathematically, the ploidy index was assigned
a nominal value of 1.02.

Determination of the fraction of cells in S phase. The fraction of
cells in S was determined by the method of Ritch et al. (53). In diploid-
aneuploid mixtures that could be resolved either graphically or by dual
parameter analysis, S fractions were calculated separately for each sub-
population. When a mixture could not be resolved, the S fraction was
calculated for the combined population.

Analysis of dual parameter data. Comparisons of electronic cell
volumes among different lymphomas were performed on data that were
gated on GI cells in each tumor in order to eliminate the confounding
effects of large cells in S and G2 phases, as described previously (34).

In mixed samples containing diploid and aneuploid cell populations
with overlapping DNA histograms, dual parameter studies were helpful
in separating the data on the two populations on the basis of electronic
cell volume. The method for separating the diploid and aneuploid com-
ponents of a cell mixture is illustrated in Figs. I and 2. Fig. 1 A shows
a projection of the bivariate frequency distribution of electronic cell
volume and cell DNA content in an experimental tumor cell population.
The relationship between cell volume and cell DNA content is not
readily appreciated from this view. The boundaries ofparallel horizontal
slices taken through this surface (Fig. 1 B) form a contour map when
viewed from above (Fig. 1 C). The relationship between cell size and
DNA content is readily appreciated from the contour map. Fig. 2 AI
shows a contour map of the bivariate frequency distribution of cell
volume and cell DNA content in a patient with a large B cell lymphoma.
The contour map reveals the presence of two aneuploid populations in
addition to a diploid population. The data can be separated using com-
puter techniques (51), producing separate files for the large aneuploid
population (Fig. 2 C,) and the residual diploid-aneuploid mixture (Fig.
2 B.). The data in each file can then be analyzed separately (Fig. 2 B2,
B3, C2, and C3). Additional examples ofdiploid/aneuploid data separation
are given elsewhere (34, 56).

Data presentation and analysis
In the present study, cells were divided into B and T cell lymphomas.
The B cell lymphomas were each further subdivided by morphologic
cell size characteristics (Table II). The T cell cases were divided into
aggressive and indolent subgroups (Table II). Corresponding histopath-
ologic diagnostic categories by the Lukes-Collins system and the Rap-
paport system and their relation to the International Working For-
mulation (57) are given in Table II. The aggressive T cell cases consisted
predominantly of convoluted lymphocytic (lymphoblastic) lymphoma

(21 of 30 cases), and also included six cases of T cell immunoblastic
sarcoma and three cases of mycosis fungoides/Sezary syndrome.

For comparing proportions, the Fisher exact test or contingency x2
test was used. For comparing quantitative measurements (e.g., S fraction)
among groups of samples, the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis
of variance was used (54). Pairwise comparisons between two histologic
groups were performed only if the overall heterogeneity test among all
histologic groups was statistically significant at the 5%-level. All statistical
significance levels are of the two-sided type.

Results

Electronic cell volume distributions of GI cells
in the lymphomas
Differences in mean cell volume among different tumors could
be due either to intrinsic cell size differences that are unrelated
to cell position in the cell cycle, or to differing proportions of
larger S and G2 cells in different tumors. Intrinsic differences
in cell size among the lymphomas can be assessed separately
from cell cycle-dependent differences in cell size by restricting
the comparison of distributions ofmean electronic cell volume
to GI cells only among different samples, as described previously
(34). The results are summarized in Table III. The GI cells of
the large B cell lymphomas and B cell lymphomas of inter-
mediate cell size were each larger than those of all the small B
cell lymphomas. The largest mean GI cell volumes in the series
were observed among the large B cell lymphomas. Large GI
cell volumes were also observed among the aggressive T cell
lymphomas, but the difference between this group and the in-
dolent T cell lymphomas was not statistically significant.

Detection ofaneuploidy byflow cytometry

All clinical samples contained at least one GI peak whose position
corresponded with that of the diploid lymphocyte reference
standard. In Table IV the ploidy indices ofnonneoplastic lymph
nodes with reactive hyperplasia are compared with the ploidy
indices of all lymphomas containing a single GI peak with CV
< 4.5%, and all other lymphomas with either single GI peaks
and broad CVs or multiple GI peaks that were at least partially
separable. In each and every case of lymphoma there was a GI
peak that corresponded to the normal diploid reference. Among
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Figure 1. (Left) Schematic
representation of the bivar-
iate frequency distribution
of cell DNA content and
electronic cell volume in
murine sarcoma 180 cells.
(Middle, right) Generation
of a contour map from the
bivariate distribution. For
discussion, see text.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the results of
A, Az A3 computer-aided separation of data in dip-

loid-aneuploid mixtures in a patient with
a large B cell lymphoma. (Al) Contour
map of the bivariate frequency distribu-
tion of cell DNA content and electronic
cell volume in the original diploid-aneu-
ploid mixture. Contour map shows a dip-

B1 B2 B3 loid population and two aneuploid popu-
lations. (A2) Electronic cell volume distri-

>_ bution shows the presence of two
U¢z populations that differ in size from each

D another. (A3) DNA histogram for the
0
O / \ j original diploid-aneuploid mixture showsLcz LV < /1 11a small diploid component and a broad,

fused peak containing two aneuploid

C'C2C3 populations. (B.) Population containing
diploid component and aneuploid com-
ponent with lower ploidy index separated
on the basis of size. (B2) Electronic cell
volume distribution of population with
diploid component and aneuploid com-
ponent with lower ploidy index. (B3)

CELLVOLUMECELLVOLUME-DNA
DNA histogram of population with dip-
loid component and aneuploid compo-
nent with lower ploidy index. (C,) Popu-

lation with aneuploid component with higher ploidy index separated from residual diploid-aneuploid mixture on the basis of size. (C2) Elec-
tronic cell volume distribution of large cell aneuploid component. (C3) DNA histogram of large cell aneuploid component.

the lymphomas with a single GI peak and a normal CV, the

position of the GI peak fell within two channels of the external

diploid reference in 95% of cases. Among the lymphomas with

GI peaks with broad CVs or multiple peaks, the position of the

GI peak closest to the origin fell within three channels of the
external diploid reference in 95% of cases. The slightly greater
variability in GI peak position in the latter group of cases is
due to distortions produced by the proximity of additional
aneuploid GI peaks. The variances in ploidy indices of normal
cells and the diploid peak in tumor samples were compared by
Levene's test and the Ansari-Bradley test for equality of variance.
Both tests gave P > 0.30, indicating that there is little evidence
for believing that the variances are unequal.

Thus, the data do not support the use of a shift in the
position of a single GI peak with normal CV as a criterion for
aneuploidy by flow cytometry (criterion 3, Table I).

The relative stability of diploid GI peak position in our
lymphoma samples can be attributed both to the inherently low
intersample staining variability that is associated with mithra-
mycin (49) and to the elimination of the artifact of time-de-
pendent hyperchromatism by the incubation ofsamples at 370C
before analysis (50).

The frequencies of aneuploidy by flow cytometry using cri-
teria 1 and 2 (Table I) are given in Table V. Aneuploidy by
criterion 2 was much less common than by criterion 1 (13 of
70 aneuploid cases by criterion 2 vs. 57 of 70 aneuploid cases
by criterion 1). The greatest number of aneuploid cases by cri-
terion 2 was observed among the B cell lymphomas of inter-

mediate size. Overall, the B cell lymphomas were more frequently
aneuploid than the T cell lymphomas (P < 0.05). The large B
cell lymphomas and B cell lymphomas of intermediate cell size
were both more frequently aneuploid than the small B cell
lymphomas (P < 0.05). Overall, the frequency of aneuploidy
among the T cell lymphomas was relatively low (8 of 46 cases,
or 17%), and the difference in the frequencies of aneuploidy
between the two T cell subgroups was not statistically significant.
Three cases ofmycosis fungoides/Sezary syndrome were included

among the aggressive T cell lymphomas. Ofthese, one exhibited
aneuploidy by flow cytometry.

The frequencies of aneuploidy among cases studied at di-
agnosis or before treatment and those studied at the time of
relapse were 29% (43 of 150) and 39% (24 of 62), respectively.
The difference was not statistically significant.

Samples were obtained from multiple lymphoma-bearing
tissue sites in 16 patients either on the same day (14 of 16) or
within a 2-wk period (2 of 16). Tissue sites included lymph
node, spleen, bone marrow, and peripheral blood, grouped in
various combinations. In 11 cases, mostly small B cell lym-
phomas (7 of 1 1) and small T cell lymphomas (4 of 11), only
diploid cells were present at all tissue sites. In five cases, there
were differences between tissue sites with respect to presence
or absence ofaneuploidy, the number ofaneuploid populations,
and/or the degree of aneuploidy. These cases are summarized
in Table VI. All ofthese were B-cell lymphomas, and all exhibited
diffuse histology. Aneuploidy was detectable in only one oftwo
sites in three patients, and different aneuploid populations were
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Table II.

Biological grouping Lukes-Collins classification Modified Rappaport classification Working formulation

B cell lymphomas

Large B cell lymphomas

B cell lymphomas of

intermediate cell size

Small B cell lymphomas

Small B cell lymphomas
with maturation/

differentiation

Immunoblastic sarcoma

(B cell)
Large, noncleaved cell
lymphoma, FCC*

Small, noncleaved cell
lymphoma, FCC

Large, cleaved cell lymphoma,
B cell type, FCC

Small lymphocytic B-cell
lymphoma

B cell type, small lymphocytic
B cell lymphoma

Diffuse histiocytic lymphoma

Diffuse undifferentiated lymphoma

Nodular and diffuse mixed

lymphoma
Intermediate lymphocytic
lymphoma

Nodular and diffuse, lymphocytic
poorly differentiated lymphoma

Well-differentiated lymphocytic
lymphoma, CLL*

High grade, large cell

immunoblastic lymphoma
Intermediate grade, large cell

lymphoma

High grade, small, noncleaved cell

lymphoma

Intermediate and low grade,
follicular and diffuse mixed cell

lymphoma
Intermediate and low grade,

follicular & diffuse large cleaved
cell lymphoma

Intermediate and low grade,
follicular and diffuse small
cleaved cell lymphoma

Low grade, small lymphocytic
lymphoma consistent with CLL

B cell type, plasmacytoid
lymphocytic lymphoma

Well-differentiated lymphoma with

plasmacytoid features
Low grade, plasmacytoid small

lymphocytic lymphoma

T cell lymphomas
Aggressive T cell lymphoma

Indolent T cell lymphoma

Immunoblastic sarcoma

(T cell)

T cell type, convoluted

lymphocytic lymphoma

T cell type, Sezary/mycosis
fungoides (cerebriform)

T cell type, small lymphocytic
lymphoma

Diffuse histiocytic lymphoma
Diffuse mixed lymphoma

Lymphoblastic lymphoma diffuse,
poorly differentiated lymphoma

Mycosis fungoides/Sezary
syndrome

Lymphocytic, well-differentiated
lymphoma, CLL

High grade, lymphoblastic
lymphoma

Intermediate grade, diffuse mixed

lymphoma

High grade, lymphoblastic
lymphoma

Intermediate grade, diffuse mixed

cell

High grade, mycosis fungoides

Low grade, small lymphocytic
lymphoma

* FCC, follicular center cell.

* CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia.

observed at different sites in two patients. In two patients, two

different aneuploid populations were present at the same site.
In patient B.G., the lymph node and peripheral blood each
exhibited two aneuploid populations, only one of which was

common to both sites. The data suggest that clonal selection
and clonal evolution in the B cell lymphomas may proceed
independently at different tissue sites, despite hematogenous

dissemination. This raises the possibility that the sampling of
only one of several potential sites of tumor involvement in a
given patient may bias the histopathologic diagnosis and clas-
sification of lymphoma in that patient. It may also introduce
an element of uncertainty in the interpretation of sequential
sampling studies in individual patients.

Sequential flow cytometry studies were performed in six
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Table III. Mean GI Cell Electronic Cell Volume

Mean GI cell volume
(channel No.) ±SE Cases

n

B cell lymphomas

Large B cell lymphomas 64±6 25
B cell lymphomas of

intermediate size 54±4 20

Small B cell lymphomas 43±1 85

Small B cell lymphomas
with maturation/
differentiation 46±2 44

T cell lymphomas
Aggressive cell lymphomas 48±3 30
Indolent T cell lymphomas 47±2 16

patients, over a period ranging from 2 to 19 mo. In four patients
with T cell lymphoma-leukemias and in one patient with plas-
macytoid B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), only dip-
loid cells were present in the peripheral blood throughout the
entire observation period. In one case (patient E.R., Table VI),
a repeat lymph node biopsy was obtained 18 mo after the first,
at a time when her disease showed clinical progression. A his-
topathologic diagnosis of nodular histiocytic lymphoma (Rap-
paport) or large noncleaved lymphoma (Lukes-Collins) was made
at that time. Flow cytometry studies of cells obtained from this
lymph node revealed a new aneuploid population with a ploidy
index of 1.03.

Multiple aneuploid populations were present in the same
tissue in eight cases (Table VII). Six of the eight cases were B
cell tumors with diffuse histologies; of these, five of the six were
large B cell lymphomas or B cell lymphomas of intermediate
cell size. In all the B cell cases, the ploidy indices of both aneu-
ploid components were in the hyperdiploid range; none were
in the near-tetraploid range. Among the B cell cases, the ploidy
indices of the two aneuploid components in a given tissue were
similar; in all cases the two values differed by <10%.

Both T cell tumors with multiple aneuploid populations at
the same site were classified as clinically aggressive. Unlike the
B cell tumors, the T cell tumors exhibited a spread in ploidy
index between the two aneuploid populations in each sample
that ranged from near-diploid to hypotetraploid.

The overall distribution of ploidy indices of all aneuploid
cell populations that were observed in the B and T cell lym-
phomas is shown in Fig. 3. Most populations were hyperdiploid,
but some were near-tetraploid. A larger proportion ofthe aneu-
ploid T cell populations (3 of 10, or 33%) had near-tetraploid
indices than did the aneuploid B cell populations (5 of 68, or
7%), but the difference was not statistically significant.

The ploidy index distributions for aneuploid B cell popu-
lations studied at diagnosis and aneuploid B cell populations

studied at relapse are shown in Fig. 4. All of the near-tetraploid
B cell populations were observed at the time of diagnosis (Fig.
4 A); all of the aneuploid B cell populations studied at the time
of relapse were hyperdiploid (Fig. 4 B). The overall number of
near-tetraploid B cell populations was small, however, and the
differences between the ploidy index distributions at diagnosis
and relapse were not found to be statistically significant.

Fraction of cells in S phase

The distributions ofS fractions among the lymphomas are shown
in Fig. 5. The B cell lymphomas ofintermediate cell size (small,
noncleaved lymphoma, Lukes-Collins; undifferentiated lym-
phoma, Rappaport) exhibited the broadest range of values, in-
cluding one tumor sample with an S fraction of 0.5. The large
and intermediate B cell lymphomas, in turn, had higher S frac-
tions than the small B cell lymphomas or the indolent T cell
lymphomas (P < 0.05), but the S fractions of the large and
intermediate B cell lymphomas were comparable to those of
the aggressive T cell lymphomas. The S fractions ofthe aggressive
T cell lymphomas were significantly higher than those of the
indolent T cell lymphomas (P = 0.05).

In 24 samples with aneuploidy, S fractions could be cal-
culated separately for the aneuploid and diploid component in
each sample, either because there was minimal overlap in the
S regions of the two (e.g., with near tetraploidy), or because the
aneuploid cells were distinctly larger than the diploid cells in
the sample in dual parameter studies (see Methods).

In nearly all cases, the S fraction ofthe aneuploid component
was higher than that ofthe diploid component (Fig. 6), suggesting
that the aneuploid cells had a proliferative advantage over the
diploid cells in the mixture. In 7 of these 23 cases (-, Fig. 6),
there were two aneuploid components in the mixture, of which
only one was separable on the basis of electronic cell volume.
In these seven cases, the "diploid" component actually consisted
of a residual mixture of diploid and aneuploid cells. One such
case is shown in Fig. 2. In these seven cases, the S phase fractions
of the residual diploid mixture were higher than those observed
in cases with pure diploid components, exceeding 0.1 in every
instance (Fig. 6). In contrast, in 14 of 17 cases with a pure
diploid component, the S fractions ofthese diploid components
were <0. 1.

Table IV. Variation ofDiploid GI Peak Position in Normal Cells
and in the Non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas

Reactive Lymphomas
lymph with a single Other
nodes G0 peak lymphomas

Number of cases 11 105 54

Mean ploidy index 0.997 0.999 1.005

Median ploidy index 0.995 0.999 1.002

Standard deviation 0.011 0.015 0.025

Standard error 0.003 0.001 0.003
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Table V. Aneuploidy by Flow Cytometry in the Non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas

Aneuploidy criterion I Aneuploidy criterion 2 Aneuploidy criteria I and 2

(n) % (n) % (n) %

B cell Lymphomas (62/174) 36

Large B cell lymphomas (15/25) 60 (3/25) 12 (18/25) 72

B cell lymphomas of intermediate cell size (9/20) 45 (4/20) 20 (13/20) 65

Small B cell lymphomas (23/85) 27 (2/85) 2 (25/85) 29

Small B cell lymphomas with maturation/
differentiation (5/44) 11 (1/44) 2 (6/44) 14

T cell Lymphomas (8/46) 17

Aggressive T cell lymphomas (4/30) 13 (3/30) 10 (7/30) 23

Indolent T cell lymphomas (1/16) 7 (0/16) 0 (1/16) 7

It seems likely that in each of the seven separable cases with bined. The data are presented separately for each category in
a residual diploid-aneuploid mixture, the S fraction of the true Table VIII.
diploid component was lower than that observed in the residual The large B cell lymphomas had the largest number ofcases
mixture, and probably <0.1. By the same token, it is likely that with separable aneuploidy, and within this biological grouping
the S fraction ofthe aneuploid component in the residual diploid- the cases with separable aneuploidy were more abundant than
aneuploid mixture was higher than that observed in the residual the nonseparable aneuploid cases. Among the large B cell lym-
mixture, and may have approached or exceeded the S fraction phomas, the separable aneuploid cases had the highest S fractions,
of the separable aneuploid component. Indeed, in one case the the nonseparable aneuploid large B cell lymphomas had inter-
observed S fraction of the residual diploid-aneuploid mixture mediate S fractions, and the diploid cases had S fractions that
exceeded that of the separable aneuploid component (Fig. 6). were in the same range as cells from lymph nodes with reactive

In Fig. 5, the S fractions ofdiploid samples, of samples with hyperplasia.
nonseparable diploid-aneuploid mixtures, and of the aneuploid In general, the highest S fractions within a biological grouping
components ofseparable diploid-aneuploid mixtures were com- were found in the separable aneuploid category, except for the

Table VI. Discordant Ploidy Indices in Different Tissue Sites in the Same Patient

Case Histopathological diagnosis, Lukes-
no. Patient Biological grouping Collins/Rappaport Sample sources Ploidy indices

1 L.S. Large B cell lymphoma Immunoblastic sarcoma, B Lymph node 1.02

cell/diffuse histiocytic Spleen Diploid
lymphoma

2 A.H. B cell lymphoma of Small, noncleaved FCC B cell Lymph node 1.02

intermediate cell size lymphoma/diffuse histiocytic Spleen 1.23

lymphoma

3 B.G. B cell lymphoma of Small, noncleaved FCC B cell Lymph node 1.07, 1.10

intermediate cell size lymphoma/diffuse poorly Peripheral blood 1.10, 1.19

-differentiated lymphoma

4 A.S. Small B cell lymphoma Small, cleaved FCC B cell Lymph node 1.03

lymphoma/diffuse Lymph node Diploid
intermediate lymphoma

5 E.R. Small B cell lymphoma Plasmacytoid CLL/diffuse Spleen 1.17, 1.20

with maturation/ well-differentiated lymphoma Lymph node Diploid
differentiation with plasmacytoid features
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Table VII. Multiple Aneuploid Populations at the Same Tissue Site

Cgse no. Patient Diagnosis Lukes-Collins/Rappaport Tissue site Ploidy indices

I W.W. Immunoblastic B cell sarcoma/diffuse histiocytic lymphoma Spleen 1.37, 1.42

2 A.B. Large noncleaved FCC B cell lymphoma/diffuse histiocytic lymphoma Lymph node 1.06, 1.17

3 A.G. Large noncleaved FCC B cell lymphoma/diffuse histiocytic lymphoma Soft tissue 1.06, 1.10

4 A.E.* Small noncleaved FCC Lymph node 1.21, 1.21
B cell lymphoma/diffuse undifferentiated lymphoma

5 B.G. Small noncleaved FCC Lymph node 1.07, 1.10
B cell lymphoma/diffuse poorly differentiated lymphoma Peripheral blood 1.10, 1.19

6 E.R. Plasmacytoid lymphocytic B cell Spleen 1.17, 1.20
lymphoma/diffuse well differentiated lymphocytic lymphoma with

plasmacytoid features

7 A.A. T cell type mycosis fungoides Lymph node 1.02, 1.65

8 T.D. T cell type, convoluted lymphocytic lymphoma/lymphoblastic lymphoma Pleural fluid 1.02, 1.7

* Sample contained two aneuploid populations that differed from each other with respect to electronic cell volume, but were indistinguishable
with regard to ploidy index.

B cell lymphomas of intermediate cell size, where all three cat-
egories exhibited comparably high S fractions (Table VIII). In
general, within a given biological grouping the nonseparable
aneuploid cases had S fractions that were smaller than those of
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the separable aneuploid cases, and were greater than the S frac-
tions of the diploid cases, unless the S fractions of the diploid
cases were also high.

It is likely that the intermediate S fractions ofthe nonsepara-
ble aneuploid cases (Table VIII) reflect the admixture in each
sample of a diploid population with a low S fraction and a
second population with a high S fraction.

Correlations among Sfraction, electronic GI cell volume,
and aneuploidy in individual tumors

The relations among S fraction, electronic cell volume of GI
cells, and aneuploidy in individual tumors is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 3. The distribution of ploidy indices among aneuploid cases in
the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. Shaded regions represent aneuploid
T cell cases. Unshaded regions represent B cell cases.
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Figure 4. The distribution of ploidy indices among aneuploid B cell
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (A) before treatment and (B) at the time
of relapse.
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Figure 5. The distributions of S fractions among the non-Hodgki
lymphomas by biological subgroup. (A) Large B cell lymphomas.
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lymph nodes.

There was a significant correlation between S fraction and

electropic cell volume of GI cells among the large B cell 1
phomas (Fig. 7 Al) (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.49
= 0.0 14). The overwhelming majority of cases with high S I

tions, large GI cells, or both were aneuploid (0, Fig. 7

Conversely, the majority of cases that were classified hi

pathologically as large B cell lymphomas, but had neither 1

GI cell volumes nor high S fractions, were diploid by flow

tometry.
In contrast, the cases classified as B cell lymphomas ol

termediate cell size (Fig. 7 A2) showed no significant correlal
between S fraction and electronic cell volume ofG, cells (Pear
correlation coefficient 0.038, P = 0.88). As in the large B

lymphomas, the majority of aneuploid tumors had high S f

tions, large mean GI volumes, or both. The vast majorit3
cells classified as small B cell lymphomas (Fig. 7 A3) had E
low S fractions and small GI cell volumes. Among the tun

with both high S fractions and large GI cell volumes, three
five, or 60%, were aneuploid. Among the mature/differentia

small B cell lymphomas (Fig. 7 A4), nearly all had low S fractions,
and, of course, there was no demonstrable correlation between
S fraction and GI cell volume.

The aggressive T cell lymphomas (Fig. 7 B.) exhibited both
a relatively broad range of S fractions and a relatively broad
range of GI cell volumes in comparison with the indolent T
cell lymphomas (Fig. 7 B2), but in neither group was there a
clear correlation between S fraction and GI cell volume. Aneu-
ploidy was relatively infrequent among the T cell lymphomas
but, when present, it was likely to be observed in tumors with
high S fractions, large mean GI cell volumes, or both.

Overall, large GI cell volume and/or high S fraction were
associated with tumors that generally follow an aggressive clinical
course (upper row, Fig. 7). Despite different frequencies ofaneu-
ploidy between the B and T cell lymphomas and among
subgroups within each immunologic class, within each tumor
subgroup it was the aneuploid tumors that were likely to exhibit
the higher S fractions, the larger GI cell volumes, or both.

Discussion

Evaluation ofthe data

In the present study there were statistically significant differences
in the frequencies of aneuploidy by flow cytometry between the
B and T cell lymphomas, and among subgroups within the B
cell lymphomas. We have also found statistically significant
differences in GI cell volumes and in the fractions of cells in S
phase among subgroups within the B and T cell lymphomas.

in's The large B cell lymphomas (immunoblastic sarcomas of B

(B) cell type and large noncleaved follicular center cell [FCC] B
cell lymphomas, Lukes-Collins; diffuse histiocytic lymphomas,

3 Rappaport) form a distinct group ofcases with a high frequency
,tve ofaneuploidy by flow cytometry (Table V), large GI cell volumes

(Table III), high S fractions (Table VIII), and a statistically sig-
nificant correlation between GI cell volume and S fraction in
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Table VIII. S Fractions in the Lymphomas in Relation to Presence/Absence and Separability ofAneuploid Populations

Diploid Mixed Separable aneuploid Total

Biological grouping Cases Mean SF*+SE Cases Mean SF±SE Cases Mean SF±SE Cases Mean SF±SE

n n n n

B cell lymphomas

Large B cell lymphomas 7 0.06±0.02 7 0.10±0.03 11 0.18±0.03 25 0.13±0.02

B cell lymphomas of
intermediate cell size 7 0.18±0.07 9 0.2±0.04 4 0.18±0.05 20 0.19±0.03

Small B cell lymphomas 60 0.03±0.003 21 0.04±0.009 4 0.11±0.05 85 0.04±0.004

Small B cell lymphomas
with maturation/
differentiation 38 0.02±0.003 5 0.03±0.01 1 0.05 44 0.02±0.003

T cell lymphomas

Aggressive T cell

lymphomas 23 0.09±0,02 3 0.10±0.02 4 0.25±0.04 30 0.12±0.02

Indolent T cell

lymphomas 15 0.02±0.007 1 0.11 0 16 0.03±0.008

Reactive hyperplasia 11 0.04±0.005 11 0.04±0.005

* SF, S fraction.

individual cases (Fig. 7). The B cell lymphomas of intermediate
cell size (small noncleaved B cell lymphomas by Lukes-Collins;
undifferentiated by Rappaport) are characterized by a high fre-
quency of aneuploidy (Table V), intermediate GI cell volumes

(Table III), and very high S fractions, but no significant cor-

relation between GI cell volume and S fraction in individual
cases. The small B cell lymphomas (Table II) are characterized
by frequencies of aneuploidy that are almost half of those of

0.5A-L~

0.4

0.3 -------

0.2

Z 0.1

00D

CELL VOLUME

the large and intermediate B cell lymphomas (Table V), small

GI cell volumes (Table III), and low S fractions (Table VIII).
Among the T cell lymphomas, the overall frequency of

aneuploidy by flow cytometry was relatively low in comparison
with the B cell lymphomas. The frequency of aneuploidy by
flow cytometry in the aggressive T cell lymphomas was less
than one-third those of the large B cell lymphomas and the B
cell lymphomas of intermediate cell size (Table V), and were

Figure 7. The relations among S fraction (ordinate),
electronic cell volume (abscissa), and the presence
of aneuploidy (a) in individual cases of lymphoma.
(A,) Large B cell lymphomas. (A2) B cell lympho-
mas of intermediate cell size. (A3) Small B cell lym-

/ phomas. (A4) Mature/differentiated B cell lympho-
mas. (B.) Aggressive T cell lymphomas. (B2) Indo-

jS lent T cell lymphomas. Concentric polygons and
shading are intended to highlight the relations be-
tween extreme values for S fraction, cell volume, or

both, and more representative values of both. In
each panel the largest convex polygon is generated
by connecting the points with the most extreme val-
ues. Each successive concentric polygon is formed
in the same way using the remaining unconnected
points. The ellipsoidal shape of these polygons and
their orientation along the diagonal in panel Al pro-
vide visual confirmation for the correlation between

80 100 120 S fraction and electronic cell volume in the large B
cell lymphomas.
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comparable to those seen among the small B cell lymphomas.
It is ofsome interest that 70% of46 cases with mycosis fungoides
and Sezary syndrome have been reported to be aneuploid by
flow cytometry by Bunn et al. (19). Patients with cutaneous T

cell lymphomas may represent a special subgroup with a high
frequency of aneuploidy by flow cytometry. The aggressive T
cell lymphomas were indistinguishable from the indolent T cell
lymphomas with regard to G0 cell volumes (Table III), but the
S fractions of the former were significantly higher than those
of the latter (Table VIII).

Thus, our flow cytometry measurements support the place-
ment of B and T cell lymphomas in separate categories and
support the further subdivision of the B and T cell lymphomas
into distinct biological subgroups. The biological implications
of these flow cytometry measurements are considered below in
greater detail.

Many of the statistically significant differences in cell prop-
erties among the lymphoma subgroups that have emerged in

the present study were not clearly demonstrated in previous
flow cytometry studies of the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (31-
39). This is attributable in part to the much larger number of
samples examined in the present study, and in part to substantial
differences in methods among the various studies.

Several methodological considerations deserve special com-
ment:

Staining artifacts and the detection ofaneuploidy. We have
identified a variety of staining artifacts that could be mistaken
for aneuploidy in clinical samples. These include a temperature-
and fixation time-dependent hyperchromatic shift in the position
ofthe DNA histogram, and the presence ofspurious hyperdiploid
peaks in cell samples from normal individuals (50). Both of
these artifacts can be eliminated by incubating both the clinical
sample and the normal diploid reference cells in 70% ethanol
at 37°C for 2 h before mithramycin staining and flow cytometry
analysis (50). All clinical samples included in the present study
were treated in this fashion, and in virtually every case the DNA

histogram included a GI peak whose position corresponded
with that ofan external diploid reference standard. Aneuploidy

could be identified by the presence of distinct additional GI
peaks in the hyperdiploid or near-tetraploid region (criterion 1,
Table I) or by an increase in the CV of a normally positioned
G0 peak (criterion 2, Table I). Our findings do not support the
validity of criterion 3 (Table I) for the detection of aneuploidy
in clinical samples (see Table IV and associated discussion). In
that virtually all samples contain at least some cells with diploid
DNA content, it would seem proper to treat a single, abnormally
positioned G0 peak with a normal CV as a staining artifact until
proven otherwise, regardless of the DNA stain that is used.

In many of the published flow cytometry studies of the
lymphomas, propidium iodide was used as the DNA fluoro-
chrome rather than mithramycin (19, 32, 35-39), and nucleated
chicken erythrocytes were used as an internal ploidy reference
standard for each clinical sample (35-38). Reported CVs for
relative position of the G0 peak of propidium iodide-stained
normal human diploid cells have ranged from a low of2% (38)
to a high of 6% (37). By comparison, in the present study the
CV ofGI peak position of mithramycin-stained normal human
diploid cells was only 1% (Table IV). The greater apparent stain-
ing variability observed with propidium iodide may account for
many of the published cases reported as aneuploid by criterion
3 of Table I.

Table IX summarizes currently available published data on
aneuploidy by flow cytometry in relation to criteria for its de-
tection in the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. Cases reported as
aneuploid by criterion 3 of Table I represented 24-76% of re-
ported aneuploidy by flow cytometry. When these cases are
excluded, approximately 33% ofall reported cases ofnon-Hodg-
kin's lymphoma studied by flow cytometry are aneuploid by
this technique.

Grouping of cases. In studies in which cases are grouped
solely by the Rappaport classification and/or by a modification
ofthe International Working Formulation, no explicit distinction

Table IX. Aneuploidy in Relation to Criteria for Detection

Aneuploidy by criteria
Variation in normal

Reference Stain G6 peak position CV 1 2 3 1 and 2

n

Diamond and Braylan (35) Propidium iodide 0.03 7/30 12/30 6/30 19/30
(23) (40) (20) (63)

Costa et al. (37) Propidium iodide 0.06 11/74 34/74 11/74
(15) (46) (15)

Diamond et al. (38) Propidium iodide 0.02 6/43 14/43 10/43 20/43
(14) (33) (23) (47)

Present study Mithramycin 0.01 59/220 11/220 70/220
(27) (5) (32)

Values in parentheses are percentages.
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is drawn between B and T cell lymphomas, and the lumping
of these two immunologic types of lymphoma might obscure
their distinctive biological properties. This adverse effect might
be expected when one lumps lymphoblastic lymphomas (T cell
lymphomas with relatively low frequencies of aneuploidy) to-
gether with B cell lymphomas of large and intermediate cell
size (with high frequencies of aneuploidy) under the category
of high-grade lymphomas in the International Working For-
mulation. Similarly, the grouping ofimmunoblastic T cell lym-
phomas (with relatively low frequencies of aneuploidy and small
cell size) together with the large B cell lymphomas (with high
frequencies of aneuploidy and large GI cell size) under the cat-

egory of diffuse histiocytic lymphoma in the Rappaport clas-
sification might obscure biological differences between the large
B cell lymphomas and the small B cell lymphomas (Table III
and Table V).

Sfraction calculations. In the present study, S fraction cal-
culations were performed on all cases, including those with
aneuploidy by criterion 1 of Table I. When the aneuploid com-
ponent could be separated on the basis of cell size in dual pa-
rameter studies, and the S fractions of the two components
could be calculated and reported separately, the S fraction of
the separable aneuploid component was reported (Table VIII).
In the remaining aneuploid cases where the aneuploid com-
ponent could not be separated, the S fraction was calculated
and reported for the mixture (Table VIII). In published flow
cytometry studies in the lymphomas where S fractions were not

calculated in samples that contained aneuploidy by criterion I
of Table I (35, 37, 38), the high S fractions of the large B cell
lymphomas may have been underrepresented.

Biological implications offlow cytometry measurements in
the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas
Longitudinal studies have shown that a large proportion of in-
dolent small cell non-Hodgkin's lymphomas eventually undergo
clinical and histopathologic transformation to more aggressive
large cell lymphomas (28-30). Given the statistically significant
differences in the frequency of aneuploidy between the small
and large B cell lymphomas demonstrated in the present study,
it would seem reasonable to suppose that clinical and histo-
pathologic transformation might also be accompanied by changes
in ploidy, in keeping with the concept of clonal evolution as
proposed by Nowell (58). In our flow cytometry studies, cy-
togenetic instability can be inferred from the finding of multiple
aneuploid peaks in the same sample in eight patients (Table
VII), discordant ploidy indices at different tissue sites in the
same patient in five cases (Table VI), and changes in ploidy
over time during the course of serial sampling in one patient.
Multiple aneuploid stemlines and serial changes in ploidy by
flow cytometry have also been noted by others in human lym-
phoid malignancies (19, 27, 59-61).

In the lymphomas, ploidy abnormalities that are detected
by flow cytometry involve an increase in cell DNA content
above the diploid level (Fig. 3). Thus, one would expect that
ploidy abnormalities that accompany clinical and histopathologic

transformation from indolent disease to aggressive disease would
involve an increase in stem-line DNA content. Thus, the finding
in one of our patients of a lower ploidy index at the time of
transformation than at the time of initial study might seem
surprising. One possible mechanism that could account for the
loss of cytogenetic material during the course oftransformation
to more aggressive disease is that of spontaneous cell tetra-
ploidization, with cytogenetic instability and progressive chro-
mosome loss. The sequence of spontaneous tetraploidization
with subsequent loss of chromosomal material is well docu-
mented in experimental tumor systems (62). The approximately
twofold range of ploidy indices seen in the lymphomas (Fig. 3)
and the presence of near-tetraploid stem lines in the B cell
lymphomas at the time of diagnosis but not at the time of
relapse (Fig. 4) are consistent with such a process. Tetraploid-
ization has been demonstrated directly in serial studies ofhuman
lymphoid malignancies (27, 59, 60). A direct assessment of the
degree of cytogenetic stability or instability of such tetraploid
stem lines must await the collection of more extensive serial
flow cytometry data in man.

Overall, the data presented in this paper support the tumor
growth model shown in Fig. 8. Non-Hodgkin's lymphomas with
favorable histologies (the small lymphocytic B cell lymphomas
and indolent T cell lymphomas) are shown as clonal prolifer-
ations that undergo growth retardation during late subclinical
or early clinical stages of growth (curve A, Fig. 8). The clonal
nature of these tumors can be deduced from immunologic sur-
face marker patterns and from the characteristic chromosomal
abnormalities found in cytogenetic studies. Such tumors exhibit
low fractions of cells in S (Fig. 5 and Table VIII), reflecting
their indolent growth behavior at the time of biopsy. Among
the B cell lymphomas, there is a general correlation between

GI cell size and proliferative rate, not only among tumors, but
among cell subpopulations with the same G1 DNA content in
the same tumor (34). Thus, the relatively small mean GI cell
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of clonal evolution in the non-

Hodgkin's lymphomas. For discussion, see text.
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size among the indolent B cell lymphomas (Table III) also reflects
the preponderance of slowly proliferating cells in these tumors.

Curves B. and B2 of Fig. 8 represent the emergence over
time of increasingly more aggressive clones of tumor cells that
are capable of proliferating rapidly and overgrowing preexisting
cell populations. About 70% of the intermediate and large B
cell lymphomas and 25% ofthe small B cell lymphomas contain
such aneuploid clones, compared with 23% of the aggressive T
cell lymphomas and 7% ofthe indolent T cell lymphomas (Table
V). When the DNA measurements of such clones could be
separated on the basis of large cell size, the high S fractions of
these aneuploid populations were obvious (column 3, Table
VIII and Fig. 7); their contribution to the high S fractions of
mixed samples could also be appreciated readily (column 2,
Table VIII).

While the data presented in this paper are entirely consistent
with the model shown in Fig. 8, critical validation ofthe model
must await the collection of a much more extensive set of serial
studies.
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